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Orthogonal Geometries over GF(2) and actions of 
Extra-special 2-Groups on Translation Planes 
GEOFFREY MASON* 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The results of this paper comprise an attempt to understand and extend some of the 
ideas of Ostrom [4]. Our aim is to initiate a systematic study of extra-special 2-groups 
acting on translation planes of odd order. Although this seems rather special it is, as we 
point out below, quite central in the study of such translation planes. 
In section 2 we study singular vectors in orthogonal geometries over GF(2). It turns 
out that this is related to the topics mentioned in the previous paragraph. We apply the 
results of Section 2 in the fourth section, with a discussion of some examples in 
Section 5. 
2. ORTHOGONAL GEOMETRIES OVER GF(2) 
Throughout this section we use the following notation: V is a vector space of dimension 
n over GF(2), equipped with a non-degenerate quadratic form q and associated alternating 
scalar product ( , ). 
We refer the reader to Dembowski [1], especially p. 41 et seq., for details. We note 
here that q and ( , ) are related by 
q(x+ y) =q(x)+q(y)+(x, y), for x, yE V. (1) 
We call x and y orthogonal if (x, y) = O. We say that x E V -{O} is a singular vector if 
q(x) =0. 
Let S ~ V be a set of singular vectors. We call Sa k-cap if lsi = k and if no two distinct 
elements of S are orthogonal. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let S ~ V be a non-empty set of vectors, no two of which are orthogonal. 
Then for any XES, the vectors of S - {x} are linearly independent. 
PROOF. Assume false. Then there is an index set I and set of distinct elements 
Sj E S -{x}, i E I, such that LSi = O. Now as no two vectors of S are orthogonal then 
(Sj, x) = 1 for all i, whence 
0= (L Si' x) = L(Sj, x) = III (mod 2). 
On the other hand we also have (sj> Sj) = 0 and (Sj, Sj) = 1 for i, j E I, i ¥- j, so that 
(L Sj, Sj) = L(S;, Sj) = (1) -1 (mod 2). 
Equations (2) and (3) being in contradiction, the lemma is proved. 
(2) 
(3) 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let S ~ V be a k-cap. Then for x ES, the vectors of S-{x} are linearly 
independent. In particular we have 
k~ 1 + dim V. 
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Next, recall that if n is odd then V is essentially unique and we denote the orthogonal 
space by n(n, 2). If n is even then there are two types of orthogonal spaces, denoted by 
n+(n,2) and n-(n,2). The first of these has index n/2 and the second (n-2)/2, the 
index being the maximal dimension of a subspace of V consisting of mutually orthogonal 
singular vectors. 
We denote by k.nax the maximal value of k for which anyone of these geometries has 
a k-cap. We prove 
LEMMA 2.3. The following provide the value of k.nax for each of the orthogonal geometries 
over GF(2). 
(1) n(2d + 1, 2): k.nax = 2d + l. 
(2) n±(2d,2): 
Type kmax 
d =0 (mod 4) + 2d+l 
2d-l 
d=1(mod4) + 2d 
2d-l,d~2 
d = 2 (mod 4) + 2d-l 
2d+l 
d=3(mod4) + 2d-l 
2d 
PROOF. We sketch the proof, leaving details to the reader. Suppose that V is one of 
the orthogonal geometries over GF(2) with non-degenerate form q, and suppose further 
that V has a basis {Vh ... , vn } which is an n-cap. Thus q( v;) = 0 and (Vi, Vj) = 1 for 1 ~ i, 
j ~ nand i # j. One verifies that q is then uniquely determined and satisfies 
q( ~ Vi) == 1/1(1/1-1)/2 (mod 2), I~{l, ... , n}. (4) 
Furthermore q is non-degenerate precisely when n¥' 1 (mod 4), and V is of maximal 
index (and even dimension) precisely when n == 0 or 2 (mod 8). 
Turning to the proof of the lemma, suppose that V contains an (n + 1) -cap, say S. 
According to Corollary 2.2 we may take S ={Vh . .. , Vn> w}, and w is uniquely 
determined as 
n 
w= I Vi. (5) 
i=l 
As q( w) = 0 we get n == 0 (mod 4). If V contains no (n + I)-cap but an n-cap of indepen-
dent vectors the foregoing shows that n == 3 (mod 4) or n == 2 (mod 4). If V has an n-cap, 
but not one consisting of independent vectors, we get n == 1 (mod 4) by a similar argument. 
Finally, the remaining geometries all contain non-degenerate geometries of codimension 
1 to which the preceding applies. The lemma follows. 
Let V be as above. An ovoid in V is a set @ of singular vectors such that every maximal 
totally singular subspace of V contains a unique element of @. Thus @ is a I@I-cap with 
I@I = k.nax. It is well-known that 
1@1=2d +l, in n(2d + 1,2), 
(6) 
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Comparing this with Lemma 2.3 we get 
LEMMA 2.4. a(2d + 1, 2) has an ovoid if, and only if, d,,;; 2; a+(2d,2) has an ovoid 
if, and only if, d,,;; 4. 
We mention finally 
a-(2d, 2) has (2 d + 1)(2d - 1-l) singular vectors. (7) 
3. 2-GROUPS OF SYMPLECTIC-TYPE 
We briefly review some well-known results concerning such groups. We refer the reader 
to the appropriate sections of Gorenstein [2] and Huppert [3] for details. 
A 2-group S is called extra-special if Z(S) = 0(S) has order 2, while S is of symplectic-
type if S is the central product of a cyclic 2-group and an extra-special group. Denoting 
by D, Q the dihedral and quaternion groups of order 8 respectively, one knows that if 
E is an extra-special 2-group then E has order 22d+ 1 for some d ~ 1 (the width of E), 
and that for a given d there are just two isomorphism classes of such groups, namely 
(8) 
where juxtaposition indicates central products of the indicated number of factors of each 
type. 
The connection with section 2 arises as follows: call E of type +, resp. -, if E = Dd 
or Dd-1Q. Then setting Z = Z(E) and V = EI Z, V is not only a vector space over 
GF(2), but also carries a non-degenerate quadratic form. In this way V becomes an 
a+(2d, 2) or a-(2d, 2) in the two cases, moreover the singular vectors of V are cosets 
xZ represented by elements x E E which are involutions. Thus, a k-cap in E I z is in effect 
a set of k involutions of E, no two of which commute. Finally, if X = Z4 * E with E 
extra-special of width d then with Z = Z(E), the quotient SI Z is naturally an a(2d + 1,2) 
space, and similar comments as above apply concerning the singular vectors. 
Next we have: 
3.1. Let S be a non-abelian 2-group such that for some cyclic subgroup Y,,;; Z(S), 
SI Y is elementary abelian. Then S is the direct product of an elementary abelian group 
and a group of symplectic-type. 
3.2. Let F be a finite field of characteristic distinct from 2, and let E be an extra-special 
2-group of width d. Then E has a unique faithful, irreducible F-representation, and this 
representation has degree 2d. 
3.3. Let E be an extra-special 2-group of width d. Then each maximal elementary 
abelian subgroup of E has rank d + 1, resp. d, according as to whether E has type +, 
resp. -. Moreover each maximal elementary abelian subgroup of Z4 * E has rank d + 1. 
These results are all well-known. Thus 3.1 follows from Satz 13.7 of Huppert [3] by 
an easy induction argument. As for (3.2), the existence and unicity of a faithful irreducible 
character X of E, of degree 2d, with values in an algebraically closed field of odd 
characteristic is well-known and follows, for example, from theorem 5.5 of Gorenstein 
[2]. Moreover as X(g) = 0 for gEE - Z(E) then X can be written in the prime field, 
whence 3.2 follows from the triviality of Schur indices of characters over finite fields. 
Finally the first assertion in (3.3) is just a restatement of well-known facts from orthogonal 
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geometry. The second assertion is similarly well-known, or alternatively is a consequence 
of the isomorphism Z4 * V d == Z4 * V d - 1 * Q (cf. theorem 5.2 (iii) of [2]) together with 
the first assertion. 
4. EXTRA-SPECIAL 2-GROUPS ACTING ON TRANSLATION PLANES 
To motivate the results below, suppose that q is an odd prime power, Va 2k-dimensional 
vector space over GF(q) and G a group acting faithfully on Vas GF(q)-linear transforma-
tions. Suppose further that V supports a G-invariant spread 9' with kernel GF(q). Then 
the points of V are the points of a translation plane II admitting G as a group of 
collineations in the so-called linear translation complement of II. Now if 100 is the line at 
infinity then the induced action of G on Lao is that of GIG n K, where K = Zq-l is the 
multiplicative group of the kernel. In particular, if GIG n K is an elementary abelian 
2-group then as G n K ~ Z( G), G satisfies the hypotheses of 3.1. We assume throughout 
the remainder of the paper the following: 
HYPOTHESIS A. G, V, K, II, q, 100 , 9' are as above, and G is an extra-special 2-group 
of width d~ 1 such that Z( G) ~ K. 
In connection with hypothesis A we use the following additional notation: Z = Z( G) 
(=(-1», Y is the 2-Sylow of K and T=il2(GY), the subgroup of GY generated by 
its involutions and elements of order 4. Because of the preceding discussion we have 
LEMMA 4.1. One of the following holds: 
(a) q == 3 (mod 4) and G = T, 
(b) q==l (mod 4) and T=Z4* G. 
LEMMA 4.2. V is the direct sum of faithful irreducible GF( q) T-modules, each of 
dimension 2d. 
PROOF. As Z acts on Vas (-1) it is clear that each irreducible GF(q)T-submodule 
of V is faithful. Furthermore GF(q) contains a splitting field for Y, and now the lemma 
follows immediately from (3.2) and complete reducibility. 
After Lemma 4.2 we know that dim V is divisible by 2d. It turns out that there are 
some interesting examples with dim V = 2d (cf. Ostrom [4]), so a systematic study might 
begin with this situation. In fact we assume somewhat less, namely, 
HYPOTHESIS B. Hypothesis A holds and dim V = 2dm with m odd. 
We prove the next theorem: 
THEOREM. Assume hypothesis B. Then one of the following holds. 
(a) d~2. 
(b) q == 3 (mod 4), T = G is of type +, and d = 3 or 4. In these cases the set of involutorial 
homologies of T project onto an ovoid in the orthogonal space T I Z( T). 
(c) q=3(mod4),T=Gisoftype-,d=3. 
We proceed in a sequence of lemmas, assuming as we may that d ~ 2. 
LEMMA 4.3 G fixes no component of 9'. 
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PROOF For if X E [;I is G-invariant, the equality dim X = 2d - 1 m together with (3.2) 
shows that X is not a faithful G-module. As Z( G) = (-1) this is impossible. 
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose that X, Y E [;I and {X, Y} is a T-orbit of components. Then there 
is an involution hE T such that h is an homology with axis X. 
PROOF. After Lemma 4.3, the subgroup G 1 of G which fixes X has index 2 in G, 
and of course dimX=2d - l m. As IG:G11=2 then G 1 =Z4*H or Z2XH where H is 
extra special of width d - l. 
Assume first that G 1 =Z2 X H. As dimX=2d - l m it follows from (3.2) that some 
involution hE Z( G t ) satisfies dim Cx(h) > 2d - 2 m, so h centralizes X and h is the required 
homology. If G 1 = Z4 * H a second application of 3.2 shows that q == 1 (mod 4) and that 
if (z) = Z( G 1) then one of the eigenspaces of z in its action on X has dimension >2d - 2 m. 
In this case we may take h = zy for some suitable y E Y and we are done. 
At this point we wish to start differentiating between involutorial homologies* of T 
and Baer involutions of T -this is the key to the proof of the theorem. Now if h is an 
homology with axis X, co-axis Y, then - h is an homology with co-axis X and axis Y. 
Similarly for Baer involutions. Thus it is convenient to call {h, -h} an homology-pair or 
Baer-pair in these situations. 
LEMMA 4.5. T contains an odd number of homology-pairs. 
PROOF. As d;;;:: 2 then 1[;11 = q2d - 1m + 1 == 2 (mod 4). Thus T has an odd number of 
orbits of length 2 by Lemma 4.3. Now Lemma 4.4 implies the result. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let 'Je be the set of homology-pairs in T. Then 'Je projects onto a k-cap of 
the orthogonal space TI Z, where k = 1'Je1. 
PROOF. After the discussion of Section 3, this amounts to the assertion that involutorial 
homologies with distinct axes and co-axes cannot commute-which is obvious. 
LEMMA 4.7. If A..; T is elementary abelian and all involutions of A are Baer involutions, 
then the following hold: 
(a) V is a free GF(q)A-module. 
(b) A is planar. 
PROOF. Let a E A"'. Proceeding inductively, it is enough to verify that AI (a) is faithful 
on Cv(a) and that involutions of AI(a) act as Baer involutions on the fixed plane of a. 
As all elements of A'" are assumed Baer this is straightforward. 
COROLLARY 4.8. Assume the hypothesis and notation of Lemma 4.7. Then 21AI 
divides dim V. 
LEMMA 4.9. Assume that either q == 1 (mod 4) or that T is of type +. Then 'Je projects 
onto an ovoid of the orthogonal space T I z. 
PROOF. We must show that every maximal singular subspace of T I Z contains an 
element of 'JeZI Z. Alternatively, we must show that A 11 'Je'f:. 0 for each maximal 
... Strictly speaking we should write "homologies with an affine axis". We always refer to homologies with 
this meaning in mind. 
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elementary subgroup A:o:; T. Now as q == 1 (mod 4) or T is of + type then we have 
IAI = 2d + i for eveiy such A by 3.3 and Lemma 4.1, so if A (\ 'J{= 0 then the hypotheses 
of Lemma 4.7 apply to a complement Ai to (-1) in A. By Corollary 4.8 we derive the 
contradiction that 2d + i = 21Ail divides dim V. 
COROLLARY 4.10. If q == 1 (mod 4) or T is of type + then the Theorem holds. 
PROOF. Apply Lemmas 2.4, 4.1(b) and 4.9. 
For the remainder of the proof we assume that q == 3(4) and that T(= G) has type -. 
We must show that d:o:; 3. If d ~ 3 then T contains an elementary abelian subgroup A 
of order 8 by (3.3), and as all involutions of A cannot be homologies then T certainly 
contains Baer involutions. If b is one such Baer involution then all hypotheses are carried 
over to the action of CT(b)/(b) on the fixed-plane of b. Hence it is sufficient to show 
that the case d = 4 cannot occur. Here too, it is first convenient to get some information 
about the case d = 3, which will be applied to the fixed-planes of Baer involutions arising 
in the case d = 4. 
LEMMA 4.11. If d = 3 then T contains exactly 5 homology pairs. 
PROOF. Let Hand B be the number of homology-pairs and Baer-pairs, respectively. 
By statement (7) we get 
H+B=27. (9) 
Next, note that if h is an homology then all involutions of CT(h)-(±h) are Baer, and 
if b is a Baer involution then it centralizes either 1, 3 or 5 homology pairs by Lemma 




the latter obtained by counting pairs (b, h) where b, h are commuting Baer and homology 
involutions, respectively. 
This already forces H ~ 3, so if hi' h2 lie in distinct homology pairs then (hi' h2) = D 
and CT(hb h2») = Q * D contains only Baer involutions, there being 5 such pairs. Count-
ing pairs (hb h2), b) where b centralizes (hi' h2) and is Baer, we get 
(12) 
Equations (10)-(12) force H ~ 4, so H ~ 5 by Lemma 4.5. But we have H:o:; 5 by Lemma!) 
4.6 and 2.3, so H = 5 as desired. 
LEMMA 4.12. d,= 4. 
PROOF. Assume false, with Band H having the same meaning as in the last lemma. 
This time Statement (7) yields 
B+H=7.17. (13) 
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Now by Lemma 4.11, each Baer involution centralizes just 5 homology pairs, while each 
homology involution centralizes just 54 Baer pairs by Statement (7) once more. This yields 
5B=54H. (14) 
Now as H is an integer, Equations (13) and (14) cannot both hold and the lemma is proved. 
Finally, we remark that one can continue the analysis of Lemma 4.11 a little further 
and show that 
The five homology pairs of T = 0 * D * D generate a subgroup isomorphic to 0 * D. 
(15) 
5. EXAMPLES 
When 100 has relatively small cardinality one can make some fairly definitive assertions 
concerning hypothesis B. More precisely we assume throughout this section. 
HYPOTHESIS C. Hypothesis B holds with m = 1, d;;:: 2. 
We first take up the case in which q = 3, so that G = T is extra-special by Lemma 
4.1 (a). Furthermore d,.;; 4 by the theorem of Section 4. Of course, the desarguesian plane 
of order 9 occurs in this situation, as follows: we may take V to be 2-dimensional over 
GF(9), hence 4-dimensional over GF(3). The linear translation complement contains 
GLz(9), and if u is the involutorial field automorphism then u is linear over the prime 
field. As GLz(9)(u) has subgroups of type 0 * D and D * D then V admits these groups 
as linear transformations over GF(3). Notice that in these cases we have H = 3 in the 
notation of Lemma 4.11, that is T contains 3 homology-pairs. 
First assume that d = 2. By Lemma 4.5, T has either 1, 3 or 5 homology pairs, and if 
T is of type + there are exactly 3, as follows from Lemma 4.9. Thus there are essentially 
four cases, and we show that each occurs. Of course there is only one non-desarguesian 
plane of order 9, the near-field plane, so its linear translation complement (Os * Ds)I5 
contains extra-special groups of each type. More precisely we have 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Assume hypothesis C with q = 3 and d = 2. Then one o/the/ollowing 
holds: 
(a) II is desarguesian, H = 3 and T == 0 * D or D * D. 
(b) II is the near-field plane; moreover either H = 3 and T == D * D, or T == 0 * D, and 
H = 1 or 5. Furthermore each 0/ these possibilities actually occurs. 
PROOF. Let {Xl> - XI}, ... {XH, ...,- XH} be the distinct homology pairs in T, so that H = 1, 
3 or 5. Let Ai be the axis of Xi, Ci the co-axis of Xi (hence the axis of - xJ. Thus each 
Ai and Ci is a component of the spread Y. Notice that it is indeed the case that Ai n Cj = 0, 
1 ,.;; i, j,.;; H. For if false then Ai n Cj is fixed by (Xi> Xj) == D, the latter isomorphism holding 
since certainly i ¥- j and homologies with distinct axes and co-axes cannot commute. As 
dim(Ai n Cj) = 1 this forces Z(Xi, Xj)) =(-1) to act trivially on Ai n Cj, an absurdity. 
Now if H = 5 it is clear that Y = {Ai, CJ is uniquely determined. Notice that in this 
case the full automorphism group of T acts on V and Y, the plane II being the near-field 
plane (cf. Ostrom [4]). 
Now assume T == 0 * D with H = 3. Then the components {Ai, CJ contribute a total 
of 6 toward the spread Y. Let bl , bz be Baer involutions in distinct Baer-pairs, so that 
(b l , bz) == D. Now neither bi centralizes an Xj' hence cannot fix any of the components Ai 
or Ci . Thus the four remaining components of Yare (b l , bz)-invariant. Now we have 
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C(xJ 1\ (bi> b2)=,Z4, so the cyclic subgroup of (b l , b2) of order 4 fixes each component 
of ::t, so V is 2-dimensional over its kernel and II is desarguesian. 
Assume T =. Q * D with H = 1. Then we have homology axes Al and CI, with 8 
components to account for. Now for a Baer involution bET, b fixes just 4 components 
of ::t. After Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 we see that the (b)-invariant components form aT-orbit 
of length 4. Since Z2 x Z4 ~ GL2(3) the stabilizer of a (b)-invariant component is isomor-
phic to Dg. Now we see that there are subgroups (b l , b2) =. (b3, b4 ) =. D such that the bi 
are representative of the Baer-pairs and such that (bj , bj +1), i = 1, 2, each fix just 4 
components of 9', these being the required 8 components. Notice that up to automorph-
isms of T, the element XI and the groups (bl> b2 ), (b3 , b4 ) are uniquely determined. 
Now (bl> b2) certainly has an (irreducible) 2-dimensional submodule in V, call it W 
Thus the four conjugates W a as a ranges over a transversal of (bl> b2 ) in T are also 
(bl , b2)-invariant. They are in fact uniquely determined in this way, since if Wo is one of 
the four I-dimensional subspaces of V centralized by a given involution of (bi> b2) then 
W~bl.b2) is one of the invariant 2-spaces above. Similar comments apply to (b3 , b4 ), which 
thus establish the uniqueness of 9'. That we really have a spread follows as in the first 
paragraph of the proof. 
Finally assume T =. D * D. Thus H = 3, as we have already seen, and there are 6 
Baer-pairs. Now each Baer involution centralizes 2 homology-pairs, so that its 4 invariant 
components are among the homology axes. It follows that the four remaining components 
comprise a T-orbit with isotropy group E, say, with E =. Q. Next, let Ii = CT(xJ =. (xj)xD, 
and let Ei = E 1\ Ii =. Z4' Now since (x;/ 1 "" i "" 3) =. Z4 * D then each Ii contains the 
center of (xiiI"" i "" 3), call it Z( =,Z4). Thus each Ii contains just two distinct subgroups 
which are cyclic of order 4, call them Z and Zj. 
The first case is when Z"" E. In this case Z fixes every component, hence lies in the 
kernel, so II is desarguesian. Suppose that Z,t:. E. Since Ej =. Z4 we must have Ej = Zj 
and E=(Ejll""i""3). Notice that it is indeed true that (E;/I~i~3)=.Q: indeed each 
E j lies in CT(Z) =. Z * Q and is distinct from Z. Thus the E;'s generate the (unique) 
subgroup of CT(Z) isomorphic to Q. Thus the isotropy group E is uniquely determined 
by the condition Z ~ E. Finally, one easily verifies as before that V has just 4 2-dimensional 
E-invariant subspaces and that these fill-out the spread ::t. Thus the existence and 
uniqueness of 9' follow, and the proposition is established in its entirety. 
LEMMA 5.2. Assume hypothesis C with q = 3 and T of type -. Then d = 2. 
PROOF. Otherwise d = 3, either by induction or by the theorem of Section 4. By 
Lemma 4.11 we have H = 5 and B = 22 in the usual notation. Furthermore if 1e denotes 
the set of homology-pairs then (1e)=. Q * D by Statement (15). 
Let B j be as in Lemma 4.11. We find that BI = B3 = 10 and Bs = 2. Let b be a 
Baer-involution fixing just six homology axes. Then b fixes just four remaining components 
of ::t, which thus comprise a T-orbit with isotropy group E =. Q * D. We have En (1e) = 
EI> say, with EI =. Q. Let Eo = CE(EI ) =. D. We assert that at least one of the non-central 
involutions of Eo is a Baer involution fixing just two homology axes. Certainly all 
non-central involutions of Eo are Baer. Furthermore such an involution fixes components 
of ::t which are not homology axes, hence cannot fix all ten homology axes. Therefore if 
our assertion is false then all non-central involutions of Eo fix just six homology axes, 
which forces Eo to fix at least two homology axes. This says that Eo centralizes a non-central 
involution of (1e), and as it also centralizes EI then (1e)n C(Eo) contains a subgroup 
isomorphic to Z4 * Q or Z2 x Q. Since a non-central involution bE Eo fixes six homology 
axes then (1e) 1\ C(b)='Z4* Q, so that in fact (1e) 1\ C(EO)='Z4* Q also. Letting Z 
denote the center of this latter group, we have (1e)1\ C(Eo) =ZEI> and hence Eo"" 
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CT (ZE1) = ZE2 where E2 = CT ( (fie) :;: D. Now ZE2:;: Z4 * D contains just three Baer-
pairs, two of which lie in E2 and centralize (fie). As Eo:;: D then Eo must contain at least 
one of these involutions, and this is the desired contradiction. Thus indeed some non-
central involution bE Eo fixes just two homology axes. 
Now consider the fixed subplane IIo of b: we have just shown that CT(b)/(b):;: Q * D 
has just one homology-pair in its action of IIo. On the other hand El :;: Q acts on IIo 
and fixes at least four components of IIo, coming from those which are E-invariant. A 
reference to the fourth paragraph of the proof of Proposition 5.1 shows this to be 
impossible, and the present lemma follows. 
Note that the last two results provide a complete analysis of hypothesis C in case q = 3 
and T is of type -. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Suppose that hypothesis C holds with q = 5. Then there are precisely 
two isomorphism classes of planes II, namely the near-field plane and one of the Walker 
planes (cf. [4]). 
Proof. First notice that we have d = 2 by the theorem of Section 4, so T:;: Z4 * Q * D 
by Lemma 4.1(a). According to Lemma 4.9 the set '}{ of homology-pairs of T has 
cardinality 5 and (fie):;: Q * D, so that '}{ projects onto an ovoid of T / z. As usual, the 
involutions of '}{ provide a partial spread in V with ten components, leaving sixteen 
components of ::t to be accounted for. 
Next, if b is a Baer involution then b fixes six components of ::t and centralizes just 
three homology-pairs. It follows that the b-invariant components of ::t are among the 
homology-axes, whence the points on these axes constitute the totality of points of II 
which are fixed by some involution of T. 
We introduce the following notation, which extends the corresponding* notation in 
Ostrom's treatment of the Walker plane in [4]. Take a set Ph P2, ... ,Ps of pairwise 
non-commuting involutions in (fie), so that ±Ph ... , ±ps are the ten involutions of (fie). 
Actually, Ostrom does not point out that his Pi have this property, but it is a trivial 
verification anyway. Let ±Ci be the fixed-points of ±Pi> so that the ±Ci are components 
of ::t. Thinking of the ±C; as 2-spaces in our GF(5)-space V, let ~ be the set of 1-spaces 
contained in the ±C;s and ~ the remaining 1-spaces of V. We have 
1~1=60, 1~1=96, (16) 
Next, it is well-known that the subgroup of Aut( T)/Inn( T) which preserves '}{ is 
isomorphic to Is, and that without loss this group is 5-transitive on botht sets {C;} and 
{-C;}. Ostrom also provides us with an element ,\ of this group of order 5. As he points 
out, ,\ fixes just a 1-space of V pointwise, call it P. Thus ,\ has a single Jordan block in 
its action on V, whence also ,\ fixes a unique 2-space of V, call it L. One can easily verify 
from the explicitly given generators for the ±Ci and ,\ that L n (±C;) = 0 for 1 ~ i ~ 5. 
(Actually, one knows by character theory that L admits an SL2(5) subgroup, whence the 
equality L n (±C;) = 0 is clear.) The assertion of the proposition will follow easily from 
the following facts: 
The group T· Is is transitive on g;, 
Apart from L, there are exactly 52-spaces of V which contain P and 
which contain no element of ~. 
(17) 
(18) 
* There are certain minor problems: Ostrom's nomenclature is incomplete at various points, though this 
should cause the reader no difficulty here. 
t This tacitly assumes the well-known fact that our group .1:5 acts linearly on V. 
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Suppose that some non-central element a of G fixes a 2-space H of V. Since Z( G) == Z4 
also fixes H then H admits (Z( G),a) == Z2 x Z4, so some involution of this latter group 
fixes (pointwise) a I-space of H, so H contains an element in 7E. From this we see that 
if a 2-space H contains no element of 7E then H has just 16 distinct images under the 
action of T, and also if a, bEG with a¥- ±b then H a n Hb = O. 
This shows that the set of ±C;'s together with the distinct elements H a, a E T, form a 
spread for any such H, and it is now clear that both existence and uniqueness of the two 
planes n are consequences of Statements (17) and (18). • 
To prove Statement (17) observe that the argument of the paragraph before last shows 
that T I Z acts semi regularly on [Ji, i.e. with 6 orbits each of length 16, as follows from 
Equations (6). As P is the unique element of [Ji invariant under A then also N«A»), a 
group of order 40, fixes P. If this is the full stabilizer of P we are done, and if not then 
the stabilizer of P has at least two 5-Sylows and hence is non-solvable. But then a 3-Sylow 
must fix a 2-space of V pointwise, against the fact that it acts without fixed-points. So 
Statement (17) holds. 
As for Statement (18), with the explicit knowledge of the ±Cjs and P which Ostrom 
provides, a direct calculation seems the best way to proceed. It helps to use the action 
of A, since A preserves the sets {C;}, {-C;} and permutes the 2-spaces of V which contain 
P and meet 7E. One finds that there are 15 2-spaces on P meeting 7E in 2 points, and 10 
2-spaces on P meeting 7E in 3 points, whence Statement (18) follows. 
Finally, from Statement (18) and the comments preceding Statement (17) we see that 
the group T· 1:5 which preserve '/l{ has just two orbits on the set of 2-spaces of V which 
contain no element of 7E. Moreover these orbits have length 16 and 80. The first one is 
the orbit containing L and consists of the images of Lunder G. So the full group T· 1:5 
preserves the spread and n is the near-field plane. 
In the second case the subgroup of T· 1:5 which preserves the spread is T· 1:4, A simple 
calculation (which is omitted here) shows that we must have T"", Aut(lI), so T· 1:4 is 
the full automorphism group of the second plane. Now all assertions of Proposition 5.3 
follow. 
Notice that this result provides a complete analysis of Hypothesis C in case q = 5. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Suppose that Hypothesis C holds. Then q ¥- 9. 
PROOF. Assume that q = 9. Then T == Z4 * D * D, T has 10 Baer-pairs, and each 
Baer-involution centralizes exactly 3 homology-pairs. Thus if b is a Baer involution then 
b fixes just 4 components of the spread which are not homology axes. Call this set of 
four components g=g(b). 
Now as (b, ±1) "'" T then g is T-invariant, hence is a T-orbit by equation (12). The 
subgroup T2 of T which acts trivially on g thus has index 4, is non-abelian, and therefore 
is isomorphic to Z4 * D. Notice that T2 contains no homologies, hence has exactly 3 
Baer-pairs. Moreover, g together with the homology-axes contain all b' -invariant com-
ponents, where b' is a Baer-i'lvolution in T2 • 
Finally, as this analysis holds for all Baer-involutions, of which there are 20 in total, 
we arrive at the absurd conclusion that 3120. The proposition is thus proved. 
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